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assumptions allow the real-time system to transition into a failsafe mode for those situations where the commodity operating
system ceases to respond in a timely manner.

Abstract—Hardware virtualization support has found its way
into real-time and embedded systems. It is paramount for an
efficient concurrent execution of multiple systems on a single
platform, including commodity operating-systems and their applications. Isolation is a key feature for these systems, both
in the spatial and temporal domain, as it allows for secure
combinations of real-time and non real-time applications. For
such requirements, microkernels are a perfect fit as they provide
the foundation for building secure as well as real-time aware systems. Lately, microkernels learned to support hardware-provided
virtualization features, morphing them into microhypervisors. In
our demo, we show our open-source and commercially supported
L4Re system running Linux and FreeRTOS side by side on a
multi-core ARM platform. While for Linux we use the hardware
features for virtualization, i.e., ARM’s virtualized extension, we
revert to paravirtualization for running the FreeRTOS guest.
Paravirtualization adapts the guest kernel to run as a native
application on the microkernel. For simple guests that do not
use advanced hardware features such as virtual memory and
multiple privilege levels, virtualization is simplified and the state
of a virtual machine is significantly reduced, improving interrupt
delivery and context switching latency. Both guests as well as the
native application drive LEDs to exemplify steering actual devices
as well as to show their liveliness. Taking down the Linux guest
will not disturb the others.

I.

However, for real-time tasks to operate reliably next to
commodity OSs and their applications, faults in the latter must
be confined and timing guarantees of the former preserved.
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Fig. 1. Demo Setup, virtualized Linux and FreeRTOS running on an ARM
platform.1

In this demo, we show how our open-source and commercially supported L4Re microkernel system [1], [2] exploits
ARMv7’s hardware virtualization capabilities to consolidate
Linux and FreeRTOS on a multi-processor platform. The
commodity OS Linux and the real-time kernel FreeRTOS
are run independently of each other in two virtual machines
(VMs), which prevents any malfunctioning of one to affect the
other. While for Linux we use ARM’s hardware virtualization
capabilities, the FreeRTOS guest is paravirtualized.

I NTRODUCTION

Virtualization technology enables many interesting application scenarios, which require combining commodity off-theshelf applications and real-time tasks in a secure, dependable
and, most importantly, timing preserving manner. For example,
cyber-physical systems such as autonomous cars, UAVs for
wood-fire detection and SCADA systems, which besides many
applications control our power grid, combine latency sensitive
tasks such as model predictive control tasks for engines and
road situations, flight stabilization and grid stability with
maintenance tasks or other, less timing critical tasks that
benefit greatly from the extended execution environments of
commodity operating-systems (OSs).

II.

T HE L4R E M ICROKERNEL S YSTEM

L4Re is a capability-based third-generation microkernelbased system [1]. It evolved starting from the DROPS real-time
system [3], later including secure system construction [4] and
a major interface redesign towards a capability-driven security
model [2] while keeping its real-time roots. With L4Re one can
now securely isolate real-time and non real-time applications
in a single system.

Consider, for example, an autonomous driving scenario. As
long as a safe exit to the emergency lane can be maintained
at all points in time and in all situations and as long as this
exit route can be executed entirely in the real-time subsystem,
resource intensive tasks such as vision, scenery analysis and
maneuver planning can remain in rich commodity environments, which speed up development time and reduce costs
but sacrifice stringent timing guarantees. The aforementioned
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performs the same operation to resemble scenarios where realtime functionality is implemented as native L4Re applications.
Figure 1 shows this setup.

The system consists of the L4Re kernel and the L4Re userlevel infrastructure that provides the necessary framework to
build a wide range of applications, including services. Through
its capability design and thus the inherent local naming
scheme, interposing interfaces has become an essential part
of the system, which allows easily exchanging and enhancing
of the functionality of the system. For example, by interposing
part of the scheduling interface, new core placement policies
can be added and efficiently executed.
III.

In the demo, the Linux guest can be commanded interactively and none of the activities within the Linux, including
crashing the whole VM, shall affect the execution of the
FreeRTOS guest or of the native application. The LEDs of
the application and FreeRTOS task display the situation accordingly by showing no difference in their blinking behavior
while the LED driven by Linux will eventually stop blinking.
It remains in the state, which corresponds to the last setting
made by Linux.

H ARDWARE VS . S OFTWARE V IRTUALIZATION

Classical real-time operating systems, such as FreeRTOS,
run on systems that do not provide hardware features for
isolation, such as virtual memory and multiple privilege levels.
Thus, the virtualization requirements for such guests are much
simpler, allowing them to be virtualized as a native user-level
process of the microkernel. In comparison to a hardwarevirtualized virtual machine, the state of such a task, which
is to be maintained and stored by the kernel during a context
switch, is much smaller. Therefore, unless additional hardware
is added to simultaneously maintain multiple virtual machines,
paravirtualization reduces interrupt latency by requiring the
kernel to capture only the user-level state of paravirtualized
guests.

This elementary demo setup shall illustrate what is possible
on modern microkernel-based systems today and inspire more
sophisticated usage scenarios. We invite everyone interested to
try out the open-source L4Re system, available at [1].
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